ASCOT HEATH INFANT SCHOOL HOME LEARNING GRID

Badgers Class

Topic: Food Glorious Food- Harvest

Can you do your own still life
Follow a recipe and cook
sketch at home? Find some
something with a grown up.
interesting objects to draw and
Creative Create a seasons collage.
Take a photo, bring it in and tell
arrange them nicely and have
us all about how you did it.
a go.
Grow a plant from seed (cress,
Look in your garden. Find 3
Find 4 different pieces of fruit
rocket and grass are nice a
things that are living, 3 things
or vegetables and see if you
can find any seeds. Draw a
Scientific quick to grow) and keep a diary that once lived and 3 things
of how you looked after it and
that are not living and draw and picture showing where you find
the changes you noticed.
label them.
them.
Can you think of a food that is
harvested for every letter in the Write a lovely descriptive poem
Write your own recipe for
alphabet? E.g. A= apple, B=
about one of the seasons and
English
something tasty.
brazil nut, c= cabbage. Which
present it nicely.
letters were the hardest?
Learn your number bonds to 10
Practise doubling numbers up
If the answer is 12, what could
(year 1) and 20 (year 2) off by
to double 10. Can you show
the question be? Think of as
Maths
heart and be prepared to share
your working out?
many as you can.
your learning.
Take some photos of
Can you find out how food goes
something you find interesting.
Research on the journey from a field on a
Choose your best one and
Find out 3 fab facts about
farm to your plate at home? E.g.
bring it in to show us and be
&
Badgers and write them down.
A
loaf
of
bread
or
a
glass
of
prepared to tell us all about
Computing
milk?
it.(Remember to ask
permission first.)

Create your own natural
sculpture in the style of Andy
Goldsworthy and take a photo.
Can you create 3 different food
chains, all starting with a plant
(a producer) and finishing with
a predator. What’s the biggest
chain you can make?

Practise your handwriting.
Bring your best in to show us.

Practise counting to 100,
forwards and backwards.

When you next go to the
supermarket look at the fruits
and vegetables and see if you
can find out the country they
were grown in. Can you show
these places on a map?

